
 

 
 
F.No.35/KV/SVS/2020-21/  

 
The condemned articles of Computer departments 
off through a public auction on
persons/parties are hereby informed to assemble for bidding in the 
campus. The condition of condemned
any day during working hours of  
The lowest bid amount will be decided by t
handed over to the highest bidder
have to deposit the full amount on the completion 
day. The details of articles are as
 
S.No. Department/Head 

1 Computer Science Dept. 
TOTAL: 
Total Rupees Seventeen Lac One Thousand Five Hundred Forty Seven Only 
Terms & Conditions: 1. The bidders shall abide by 

2. Reporting time will be 09:00 AM.
3. Reserve price will be revealed
4. If the successful bidder fails

bidder. 
5. KVS employees and their relatives
6. The Principal, KV ONGC Sivasagar

without assigning any reason.
7. In case of any dispute, the 

 

 
Copy to: 
1. The Chairman, VMC KV ONGC Sivasagar
2. The Deputy Commissioner, KVS 
3. All Principals of KVS (RO) Guwahati Region
4. Vidyalaya Website. 
5. Guard File.  

 के ीय िव ालयओ .एन
KENDRIYAVIDYALAYA ONGC SIVASAGAR, ASSAMिजला-िशवसागर

Dist. - SIVASAGAR,(ASSAM)दरूभाष:(03772)
Phone No.: E-mail:kvsivasagar@gmail.com

Website: http://www.
K V Code: 1887,U

CBSE Affiliation No.200005, School Code: 39278

                 
AUCTION NOTICE 

of Computer departments of KV ONGC Sivasagar
on 30.03.2021 at 9:00 am in this Vidyalaya.

persons/parties are hereby informed to assemble for bidding in the KV ONGC Sivasagar
condemned items can be inspected between 09:00 am to

 the Vidyalaya). 
The lowest bid amount will be decided by the undersigned for each article. The items will be

bidder on "As it is and wherever it is" basis. The
to deposit the full amount on the completion of the bid process in the Vidyalaya on the same 

as under – 
Amount (in Rs.)

Rs. 1701547/
Rs. 1701547/

Rupees Seventeen Lac One Thousand Five Hundred Forty Seven Only 

 the rules to be declared at the time of auction.
:00 AM. 

revealed only at the time of auction. 
fails to pay the sale price, the items shall be

relatives are not allowed to participate in the
KV ONGC Sivasagar, reserves the right to cancel the auction

reason. 
 decision of the auction committee of this 

KV ONGC Sivasagar. 
 (RO) Guwahati. 

(RO) Guwahati Region. 

एन .जी .सी .  िशवसा गर ,असम  
KENDRIYAVIDYALAYA ONGC SIVASAGAR, ASSAM िशवसागर(असम)-785640  

SIVASAGAR,(ASSAM)-785640 
(03772)-295083, 295084 

Phone No.: (03772)-295083,295084 kvsivasagar@gmail.com/sivasagar1887@gmail.com          
http://www. https://no1sibsagar.kvs.ac.in 

1887,U-DISE No.:18160323805 
iation No.200005, School Code: 39278 

           Date: 26.03.2021 

KV ONGC Sivasagar are to be disposed-
Vidyalaya. All the interested 

KV ONGC Sivasagar 
09:00 am to 11:00 am (on 

he undersigned for each article. The items will be 
The highest bidder will 

bid process in the Vidyalaya on the same 

Amount (in Rs.) 
Rs. 1701547/- 
Rs. 1701547/- 

auction. 

be sold to next highest 
the auction. 
auction at any stage 

 school will be final. 
 

Principal 


